ABSTRACT

Background. Childhood spinal muscular atrophy is an autosomal recessive neuromuscular disease characterized by degeneration of the anterior horn cells of the spinal cord. SMA type I, the most severe form (Werdnig-Hoffmann disease) can be detected in utero or during the first months of life. Death typically occurs within the first 2 years of life.

Case report. A 6-month-old female was admitted to the emergency room for severe respiratory distress. She had muscular hypotonia, intercostal muscle weakness and tongue fasciculations. Electromyography was compatible with motor polyneuropathy with axonal and myelin damage. Molecular analysis of SMN-1 gene reported homozygous for deletion of exons 7 and 8 of SMN-1 gene.

Conclusions. It is imperative to recognize and diagnose this entity in order to provide genetic counseling to the family as well as to offer support and advice in the care of the patient.
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INTRODUCTION

Under the classification of childhood spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), a number of processes are grouped that share certain characteristics such as being genetically determined as an autosomal recessive condition and present with muscle atrophy due to neuronal degeneration in the anterior horn of the spinal cord and, in the most severe forms, of the nuclei of the last few cranial nerves. SMA continues as the second cause attributed to lethal autosomal recessive diseases after cystic fibrosis with a worldwide incidence described between 1/6,000 and 1/10,000 births and with a carrier rate between 1/35 and 1/50. In Mexico, the incidence is 0.5 to 1/25,000 of births and there are only isolated case reports.

The common gene of the childhood form of SMA is located on chromosome 5. Its product has been cloned and identified. Although the affected gene is the same, from the clinical point of view we have considered several forms of the disease according to age at onset and evolution. These are listed below:

• Type I or Werdnig-Hoffmann disease (WHD) — the most severe form. It begins in utero or during the first months of life. Death usually occurs before the age of 2 years.
• Type II or intermediate — occurs before 18 months of age. Survival of these individuals depends on the degree of respiratory complications. In this clinical form, with the current approach (rehabilitation, scoliosis surgery and especially noninvasive ventilation) surviving patients reach adulthood.
• Type III or Kugelberg-Welander disease — presents after 18 months of age. Its gravity is highly variable because it depends on when the disease begins: before or after 3 years of age.

In 1978, citing the difficulty of specifying the age of onset and that severity does not always relate to this data, except for WHD, Dubowitz proposed an eminently pragmatic classification, although the three forms based on the
child’s ability to remain sitting, standing or to walk without assistance are also considered. The first is so severe that head control is not possible and the child is unable to sit unaided. In the intermediate form, the child is able to sit but is not able to stand or walk. In the mild form, the child can remain standing or is able to walk.\textsuperscript{14}

From a molecular standpoint, the cause is a homozygous mutation in the survival gene of the motor neuron (SMN), which is located on the long branch of chromosome 5 (5q11.1-13.3). This gene is present in multiple copies in the human genome: a telomeric (SMN1) and several copies of centromeric (SMN2), which differ by only five nucleotides. The SMN2 gene has a tendency to an alternative gene assembly (alternative splicing) during the transcription of mRNA, which results in a truncated protein that conserves only 10\% of the full SMN protein. This normal protein fails to compensate for the loss of the protein by mutation of the SMN1 gene.\textsuperscript{15,16} Deletions of exon 7 and 8 or only deletion of 7 of the SMN1 gene are responsible for >95\% of cases of SMA.\textsuperscript{17} Thus, detecting a homozygous deletion of at least exon 7 of the SMN1 gene constitutes a tool for the diagnosis of SMA, which reaches a sensitivity close to 95\% and a specificity of 99\%.\textsuperscript{17}

**CLINICAL CASE**

We present the case of a 6-month-old female patient, the product of GHI, full-term pregnancy and born via cesarean section. The patient presented no history of perinatal asphyxia, with birth weight of 3200 g and length of 49 cm. She was exclusively breast-fed. She presented with the complete schedule of immunizations for her age. Her father is 32 years old and her mother is 30 years old with a history of a spontaneous abortion during GHI. Both parents appear healthy. They are from a small community and share the same last name, but deny consanguinity. The patient has one healthy 5-year-old brother. She was admitted to the emergency department with an acute respiratory infection of 5 days duration, manifested by rhinorrhea, cough and unquantified fever. On admission she showed severe respiratory distress with severe bronchospasms. This warranted controlled mechanical ventilation, and the patient was managed with bronchodilators, steroids and muscle relaxants. Our attention was drawn to the difficulty of ventilator weaning because, after stopping the muscle relaxant, the patient did not show an adequate respiratory effort. On physical examination, the patient presented hypotonicity of all four limbs with characteristic position of the upper extremities, consisting of extended arms along the trunk, pronation of forearm as well as legs apart and resting on the supporting surface (Figure 1), with marked muscular hypotonia (Figures 2 and 3). The intercostal muscle weakness determined diaphragmatic breathing that gave the abdomen the appearance of a balloon. The facies was hypomimia and the patient gave the appearance of being alert. She presented twitching of the tongue with discrete folds, producing a cerebroid appearance. As an important
precedent, the father noted lack of head support as well as some degree of hypotonicity. The mother reported that fetal movements were appropriate during pregnancy. PKC and aldolase tests were requested and reported as normal.

Electromyographic study was performed, which reported images of instability of the membrane in 100% of the muscles studied, with abundant fibrillations and positive waves. There were no fasciculations reported. Poor motor unit potentials reflecting loss of anterior horn cells of the spinal cord were obtained. The interference pattern was found to be greatly decreased and incomplete, with a limited potential number and greater involvement of lower limb muscles. Motor potentials were found to be missing when we examined nerve conduction velocity in the median and right peroneal nerve. It was concluded that the study was abnormal and compatible with motor polyneuropathy with severe myelinic axonal damage, secondary to progressive acute SMA.

Molecular analysis of the SMN-1 gene was performed from genomic DNA obtained from complete peripheral blood leukocytes. We reported the absence of exons 7 and 8 corresponding to the SMN-1 gene and the integrity of exons 7 and 8 of the SMN-2 pseudogene (Figure 4). This indicates a homozygote state for a deletion that involves both SMN-1 alleles.

**DISCUSSION**

WHD is the most severe form of childhood SMA and manifests itself during the first months of life, as in the case presented here. Diagnostic suspicion is mainly clinical; therefore, childhood muscle atrophy should be suspected when examining an infant with marked hypotonia.

It is important to consider that the hypotonia may go unnoticed by the family. The cause for hospitalization may be respiratory failure as was the case in this patient, which can be mistaken for pneumonia if proper questioning and an adequate physical exploration are not performed. It should be kept in mind that during the study of a hypotonic patient, differential diagnoses may be metabolic diseases, e.g., glycogen storage disease, hypothyroidism, poisoning (botulism) and congenital neuromuscular diseases. For diagnostic confirmation it is necessary to carry out neurophysiological studies, muscle biopsy (in cases of doubt) and, currently, molecular study, which is the gold standard for definitive diagnosis. In this patient, a muscle biopsy was not performed; however, electromyography was consistent with SMA and molecular analysis confirmed the clinical diagnosis of SMA due to a homozygous state for deletion of exons 7 and 8 of the SMN-1 gene. The result of the molecular study allows appropriate genetic counseling for the family because it indicates a probability >99% that the biological parents of the patient are heterozygous or healthy carriers of the deletion of exons 7 and 8 corresponding to the SMN-1 gene. Because SMA has an autosomal recessive inheritance, the risk of disease recurrence in the offspring of parents, regardless of gender, is 25% with each pregnancy. Recent progress in identifying molecular alterations in these conditions, as well as advances in medical technology, led to the creation of a multidisciplinary committee of experts for management of SMA. After analyzing the existing studies, a consensus was carried out that is used to guide the care of patients with SMA, including diagnosis and new interventions in the management of respiratory, gastrointestinal, nutritional, orthopedic, and rehabilitation complications, as well as in regard to palliative care. However, there is no cure for WHD, only for prevention and management of complications. Ventilatory support is important, as well as infection management. Noninvasive ventilatory management can be offered, although for this clinical form of SMA there is no consensus and, in most centers, there is no procedure for the application of noninvasive ventilatory management. Unfortunately, short-term prognosis is poor. Our patient showed respiratory improvement and no longer required ventilatory management and she was discharged for maximum quality of
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Figure 4. Molecular study of the SMN-1 gene in patients with spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). Agarose gel electrophoresis (3%) of restricted PCR products of exons 7 and 8 of the SMN-1 gene and pseudogene SMN-2. Note the presence of the amplified product corresponding to exons 7 and 8 of the SMN-1 gene (black arrows) in the healthy control (Lanes NL) and its absence, both in the deletion control (Lanes 7 and 8) as well as in the patient (Lanes PAC). Both the patient and the healthy control and the controls with deletion presented integrity of exons 7 and 8 (restricted) of pseudogene SMN-2 (white arrows). This indicates a homozygous state for deletion of exons 7 and 8 of the SMN-1 gene. MWM, molecular weight marker, 100 bp.
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